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In his paper, ``On Kauffman's knot Invariants Arising from Finite
w xDimensional Hopf Algebras'' R1 , Radford constructed two extensive
families of pointed Hopf algebras. The first one, denoted by H ,n, q, N , n
generalizes Sweedler's well known 4-dimensional noncommutative and
noncocommutative Hopf algebra. The second one, denoted by U , isN , n , v .
a family of finite dimensional pointed unimodular ribbon Hopf algebras
constructed for the purpose of computing knots and 3-manifold invariants.
 .XThis family generalizes the well known quantum group U sl where q isq 2
a root of unity.
The purpose of this paper is threefold. First, we prove the uniqueness of
these two families with respect to certain properties. Second, we focus our
attention to U , we find all its possible ribbon structures up to aN, n , v .
.natural equivalence , and in the process describe its group of automor-
phisms and all its sub-Hopf algebras. We also find a necessary and
w xsufficient condition for its indecomposable component containing 1 Mo
to be quasitriangular. This condition depends only on the integers N and
 .n . For example this condition implies that if N, n s 1 then U s U and1.
is an indecomposable minimal quasitriangular Hopf algebra.
 .XThird, our results are applied to the familiar U sl when q is a root ofq 2
unity and, moreover, to compute various knots invariants.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 0, we discuss briefly some
aspects of the theory of finite dimensional Hopf algebras needed in this
paper, especially the notion of skew primitive elements. In particular, we
prove that over a field of characteristic zero if D x s x m a q 1 m x and
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 .xa s ax where a is a grouplike element, then x s a a y 1 for some
scalar a in the field. We then review the notions of finite dimensional
ribbon quasitriangular Hopf algebra and the Drinfel'd double.
In Section 1, we show that over an algebraically closed field of character-
istic zero, the family H captures all possible finite dimensionaln, q, N , n
 .pointed Hopf algebras H, generated by G H , a cyclic group, and one
nontrivial skew primitive element.
In Section 2, we show that over an algebraically closed field of character-
istic zero the family U captures all finite dimensional pointedN, n , v .
 .minimal quasitriangular Hopf algebras U, generated by G U , a cyclic
group, and two nontrivial independent skew primitive elements. We then
find all possible quasitriangular structures on U up to an equiva-N, n , v .
.lence and show that they are all ribbon.
There are two distinguishable cases depending on the natural numbers
N and n . In the first one, we prove that there exist only finitely many
equivalence classes, whereas in the second one there exist infinitely many
such. In both cases, these classes are completely characterized. The well
 .Xknown example U sl falls into the first category and we apply ourq 2
results to it. In particular, we exhibit all the possible R-matrices which
render it quasitriangular.
Finally, we use an 8-dimensional member of the family U , namelyN , n , v .
U , to compute invariants of lens spaces. It is satisfying that this Hopf2, 1, y1.
algebra distinguishes rather easily between any two lens spaces, and,
w xmoreover, shows that Hennings' 3-manifold invariant H is not trivial.
0. PRELIMINARIES
We will focus on some background material from the theory of finite
dimensional Hopf algebras needed for this paper. The reader is referred to
w xSweedler's book S as a general reference. Throughout this section, unless
otherwise stated, H is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra with antipode s
over the field k.
Suppose that H X is also a Hopf algebra over k. Then a map of
X w xbialgebras f : H ª H is a map of Hopf algebras by S, Lemma 4.0.4 . The
 . wset of grouplike elements G H of H is linearly independent by S, Prop.
x  .3.2.1 . Since H is a Hopf algebra G H is a group under multiplication.
 U .  .Moreover, G H s Alg H, k .k
Next, we give a very brief description of the underlying Hopf algebra
 .structure of D H , the so-called Drinfel'd double of H. The reader is
w x w xreferred to R2, M for details. We follow the conventions of R2 in this
paper in describing the double.
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 . U cop UAs a coalgebra D H s H m H. Set p j a s p m a for p g H
and a g H. Multiplication in the double can be described in several ways.
The following are very convenient:
p j a q j b s p a ? q ? sy1 a j a b .  .  . . 1. 3. 2.
and
y1Up j a q j b s pq j s q © a £ q b. .  .  .  . 2. 1. 3.
 :  :  :  :  :Here a ? q, b s q, ba , q ? a, b s q, ab , p © a s a p, a ,1. 2.
 : Uand a £ p s  p, a a for all p, q g H and a, b g H. These equa-1. 2.
w x  .  .tions can be found in R2 . The antipode S of D H is given by S p j a
  .. U .y1 . . U s « j s a s p j 1 for p g H and a g H. Observe that p j
. .  . .1 q j b s pq j b and p j a « j b s p j ab. As a consequence, the
 . U cop  .  .Uone-one maps i : H ª D H and i : H ª D H defined by i hH H H
 . UUs « j h and i p s p j 1 respectively for h g H and p g H areH
Hopf algebra maps.
The Hopf algebras which are studied in this paper are pointed. Recall
that a coalgebra over k is pointed if its simple subcoalgebras are one
 .dimensional; that is, they are generated by elements of G H . For any
 .g, h g G H we denote the vector space of g : h skew primitives of H by
 .  <  . 4P H s x g H D x s x m g q h m x . Thus the classical primitive ele-g , h
 .ments are P H .1, 1
 .The element g y h is always g : h skew primitive. If P H consistsg , h
 .Xonly of the linear span of g y h, we say it is trivial. Otherwise let P Hg , h
 4  .denote a complement of sp g y h in P H . The Taft]Wilson theoremk g , h
w xTW states that for pointed Hopf algebras
X
kG H H kG H s kG H P H , .  .  .  .[ [ g , h /
 .g , hgG H
w xwhere H stands for the wedge S .
The next proposition is very useful, in particular in the context of
quantum groups. We shall use it several times in the sequel. Set
v m y 1
m s and m !s 1 2 ??? m , .  .  .  .  .v v v v v
v y 1
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where m is an integer and v / 1 in kU , and
m ! . vm s /l m y l ! l ! .  .v v v
for integers m, l such that 0 F l F m and v / 1 in kU which is not an ith
root of unity for any 0 F i F m.
m m .  .  .  .For v s 1 set m s m, m s m! and s .1 1 1l l
PROPOSITION 0.1. Suppose that A is an algebra o¨er the field k and v g k
is a non-zero scalar. Let a, x g A satisfy xa s v ax. Then:
m m m my l l .  .  .  .a a q x s  a x if m s 0, or m ) 0 and m y 1 !ls0 v vl
/ 0.
 .  .n n nb If v is an nth root of unity, then a q x s a q x .
The following lemma will be very useful in Section 1.
LEMMA 0.2. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra o¨er a field k.
 .  .Assume that dim H 1 / 0 and let x g P H . Then xa s ax if and only ifa, 1
 4x g sp a y 1 .k
Proof. Let B be the sub-Hopf algebra of H generated by a and x.
2 w xSince B is commutative s s I, and it follows from LR, Thm. 4.4 that BB
 .  .is cosemisimple. Since B is also pointed it follows that B s kG B s k a .
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
We recall now the definitions of finite dimensional quasitriangular and
ribbon Hopf algebras. Let R s R1. m R2. g H m H. Define a linear
U  .  1.. 2. U  .map f : H ª H by f p s  p R R for p g H . The pair H, RR R
is said to be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra in the category of finite
 .dimensional vector spaces over k if the following axioms hold r s R :
 .  1.. 2. 1. 1. 2. 2.QT.1 D R m R s R m r m R r ,
 .  1.. 2.QT.2 « R R s 1,
 . 1. cop 2.. 1. 1. 2. 2.QT.3 R m D R s R r m R m r ,
 . 1.  2..QT.4 R « R s 1 and
 .  cop ..   ..QT.5 D h R s R D h for all h g H;
U cop  .or equivalently if f : H ª H is a bialgebra map and QT.5 isR
 .satisfied. Observe that QT.5 is equivalent to
 .X  .  .  . . UQT.5  p © h f p s  f p h £ p for all p g H1. R 2. R 1. 2.
and h g H.
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We shall also say that f is a quasitriangular map. It is well known thatR
the double of any finite dimensional Hopf algebra over k is quasitriangu-
lar. Suppose that f : H ª H X is a surjective Hopf algebra map and set
X  . .  X X.R s f m f R . Then H , R is quasitriangular.
We define an equivalence relation on the set of all quasitriangular
structures on H.
 .  X.DEFINITION 0.3. Suppose H, R and H, R are quasitriangular Hopf
 .  X.algebras. Then H, R and H, R are equivalent if and only if there exists
 .  . X.f g Aut H such that R s f m f R . If this is the case, we denote itHopf
 .  X. Xby H, R ; H, R or simply by R ; R .
 . 1. 2.  .  1.4Let H, R be quasitriangular. Set R s R m R , l R s sp Rk
 .  2.4and r R s sp R . Let H be the sub-Hopf algebra of H generated byk R
 .  . w x  .  .l R and r R . In R2 , Radford has proved that l R and r R are sub
Hopf algebras of H. Furthermore, there exists an isomorphism of Hopf
 .U cop  .algebras f : l R ª r R and a unique surjection of Hopf algebras F:
  ..   ..D l R ª H which satisfies F s i l R and F s f.< < copR lR . lR .*
w x  .If H s H , then following R2 , we say that H, R is a minimalR
 .quasitriangular Hopf algebra. We shall also say that H is a minimal
 .quasitriangular Hopf algebra if there exists R g H m H such that H, R
 .is a minimal quasitriangular Hopf algebra.
A ribbon Hopf algebra is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra with a desig-
nated element. A finite dimensional ribbon Hopf algebra over k is a triple
 .  .H, R, ¨ , where H, R is a finite dimensional quasitriangular Hopf alge-
bra over k and ¨ g H satisfies the following:
 .R.0 ¨ is in the center of H,
 . 2  .  2.. 1.R.1 ¨ s us u , where u s s R R ,
 .  .R.2 s ¨ s ¨ ,
 .  .R.3 « ¨ s 1 and
Ä y1 Ä y1 Ä 2. .  .  . .  .  .R.4 D ¨ s ¨ m ¨ RR s RR ¨ m ¨ where R s R m
R1..
Ribbon Hopf algebras were introduced and studied by Reshetikhin and
w x w xTuraev RT . The reader is referred to R1, Sect. 2; KR1, KR2 for an
extensive study of ribbon Hopf algebras and their connections with Hen-
nings' and Kauffman's invariants.
In this paper, we shall use the following notations rather frequently:
1. Let G be a finite group. We denote the order of an element
< <g g G by g .
2. The group of units of the integers modulo N will be denoted by
Z=.N
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3. For any m, n g N the greatest common divisor of m and n will
 .be denoted by n, m .
1. DETERMINATION OF CERTAIN FINITE
DIMENSIONAL POINTED HOPF ALGEBRAS
w xIn R1 , Radford defined and studied two families of finite dimensional
pointed Hopf algebras H and U .n, q, N, n N, n , v .
In this section, we prove that H and U are unique withn, q, N, n N, n , v .
respect to certain properties.
1.1. The Family Hn, q, N, n
w xWe recall the definition of H as given in R1 . The reader isn, q, N , n
referred to this paper for an extensive list of properties of this family of
Hopf algebras.
<Let n, n and N be positive integers such that n N and 1 F n - N.
< n <Suppose q g k is a primitive nth root of unity and let r s q .
As an algebra H s H is generated by a and x which satisfy then, q, N, n
relations
aN s 1, x r s 0, and xa s qax.
The coalgebra structure of H is determined by
D a s a m a, D x s x m an q 1 m x , « a s 1, and .  .  .
« x s 0. .
The antipode of H is determined by
s a s ay1 and s x s yqyn ayn x . .  .
w xIt should be noted that this family generalizes Taft's examples T . It
w  .  .xfollows from the definition and R1, Prop. 7 a , Thm. 4 a that H satisfies
the following:
 .  .1. G H s a .
<  .  n 4  .n n2. if n n then P H s sp a y 1 and if n ¦ n then P H sa , 1 k a , 1
 n 4sp a y 1, x , andk
 .  .n3. as an algebra H is generated by G H and P H .a , 1
We show in Theorem 1.1.1 that over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero, the family H is unique with respect to propertiesn, q, N, n
1]3.
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THEOREM 1.1.1. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra o¨er k which satisfies the
following:
 .  .1. G H s a is a cyclic group of order N,
2. there exists a positi¨ e integer n such that 1 F n - N and
 .ndim P H F 2, andk a , 1
 .  .n3. as an algebra H is generated by G H and P H .a , 1
<Then there exist a positi¨ e integer n such that n N and a primiti¨ e nth root of
unity q g k such that H s H .n, q, N, n
 .  .  n 4n nProof. If dim P H s 1 then P H s sp a y 1 , hence by con-k a , 1 a , 1 k
 .ndition 3 H s kZ s H and we are done. Now assume dim P HN n , q, N, n k a , 1
 .s 2. First, note that the semisimple commutative algebra kG H acts on
 .  n 4  .nP H by conjugation and that sp a y 1 is a kG H submodule ofa , 1 k
 .  .nP H . Thus there exists a one dimensional kG H complement of it.a , 1
 4Let x be a k basis of this complement. Then
ay1 xa s qx or equivalently xa s qax for some q g k . 1 .
N N < < <Since a s 1 it follows that q s 1. Set n s q . Then n N. Also set
< n <r s q .
 .  n . . yn  . n .By 1 x m a 1 m x s q 1 m x x m a , hence by Proposition 0.1
rr n r n r rD x s x m a q 1 m x s x m a q 1 m x . .  .
Moreover,
x ran r s qn r 2an r x r s an r x r .
r  n r .Thus it follows from Lemma 0.2 that x s a a y 1 for some a g k.
 N . N NBut, by the same argument it follows that D x s x m 1 q 1 m x ,
N <hence by Lemma 0.2 it follows that x s 0. Since r N we conclude that
 r .Nr r Nr r n r .Nr r  .0 s x s a a y 1 . Since G H is linearly independent it
follows that either a s 0 or an r s 1. In any event, x r s 0. Since x / 0 it
follows that r ) 1.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
In the sequel, we shall have a use of the following lemma.
LEMMA 1.1.2. Let k be a field. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .U cop1. H ( H as Hopf algebras.n , v , N, n n , v , N , n1 1 2 2
2. There exists a primiti¨ e Nth root of unity v g k, such that v s vyn1
and v s v n. In particular, n s n and r s r .2 1 2 1 2
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 :  :Proof. Let H s k a, y and H s k a, x . Assume thatn , v , N, n n , v , N , n1 1 2 2
 .U cop1 holds and that f : H ª H is an isomorphism ofn , v , N, n n , v , N, n1 1 2 2
 .  .  : y1Hopf algebras. Set A s f a , X s f y and A, a s v g k. Since a is
a grouplike element it follows that Ai is a grouplike element and hence
 i : yi  i r2:  i :r2 r2A , a s v and A , x s A , x for all i. Since x s 0 it follows
 i :that A , x s 0 for all i.
If vyi s 1, then since a and x generate H as an algebra, this would
i i  i. iimply that A s « . However, A s f a , and a s 1 only for i s N. Thus
vyi / 1 for 1 F i F N y 1 and v N s 1. We have proved that v is a
primitive Nth root of unity.
 : w  .x  i j <We wish to show that X, x / 0. By R1, Prop. 7 b , the set a x 0 F i
4  :F N y 1 and 0 F j F r y 1 is a linear basis for k a, x , thus we have2
 i j:  .X, a x / 0 for some 0 F i F N y 1 and 0 F j F r y 1. Since X s f x2
 .U cop n ng H , and since D x s x m a q 1 m x, we have D X s A mn , v , N , n2 2
 i: yn i :X q X m « and hence X, a s v X, 1 s 0 for all 0 F i F N y 1.
 i j:Thus X, a x / 0 for some 0 F i F N y 1 and 1 F j F r y 1, but then2
 i j:  n i jy1: :  :X, a x s A , a x X, x and therefore X, x / 0.
 :  : nNow, the equality X, xa s v X, ax implies that v s v and the2 2
 :  : ynequality XA, x s v AX, x implies that v s v .1 1
< n <Assume that 2 holds. Set n s n s n and r s r s r where n s v1 2 1 2
< n
2
<  .Uynand r s v . Define A, X g H as follows:n, v , N, n
 i j: yi  i j: yn iA , a x s v d and X , a x s v dj , 0 j , 1
for all 0 F i F N y 1 and 0 F j F r y 1. One can routinely verify that
 i j k l: yk iyn w lkqn  ly1. ly2.r2x ynA X , a x s v l d . q j , l
for all 0 F k F N y 1 and 0 F l F r y 1.
 i j < 4We show that the set A X 0 F i F N y 1, 0 F j F r y 1 is a linear
 .U Ny1 ry1 i jynbasis for H . Assume that   a A X s 0. Thenn, v , N, n is0 js0 i, j
Ny1 ry1
i j k l :0 s a A X , a x  i , j
is0 js0
Ny1 ry1
yk i yn w lkqn  ly1. ly2.r2x yns a v v l d . q  i , j j , l
is0 js0
for all 0 F k F N y 1 and 0 F l F r y 1. This holds if and only if
Ny1
yk ia v s 0 i , l
is0
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for all 0 F k F N y 1. This is equivalent to the matrix equation
a , . . . , a M , .0, l Ny1, l
 . yi jwhere M g M k is given by M s v . Since v is a primitive Nth rootN i, j
of unity it follows that M is invertible and a s 0 for all 0 F i F N y 1i, j
and 0 F j F r y 1.
At this point it is not hard to show that the map f : H n ªn, v , N, n
 .U cop  .  .ynH determined by f a s A and f y s X is an isomorphismn, v , N , n
of Hopf algebras.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
1.2. The Family UN, n , v .
w xWe recall the definition of U given in R1 . The reader is referredN, n , v .
to this paper for an extensive study of this family of Hopf algebras.
Let n and N be positive integers such that 1 F n - N and N ¦ n 2.
Suppose that v g k is a primitive Nth root of unity. Let q s v n and
< n < < n
2
<r s q s v .
As an algebra, U s U is generated by a, x, and y which satisfy theN , n , v .
following relations:
aN s 1, x r s 0, y r s 0, xa s qax , ya s qy1ay , and
yx y qyn xy s a2n y 1.
The coalgebra structure of U is determined by
D a s a m a, D x s x m an q 1 m x , D y s y m an q 1 m y .  .  .
« a s 1, « x s 0, and « y s 0. .  .  .
The antipode of U is determined by
s a s ay1 , s x s yqyn ayn x , and s y s yqnayn y. .  .  .
 .XIt should be noted that this family generalizes the well known U sl .q 2
We shall need the following lemma in which we determine the skew
primitive elements of U .N, n , v .
LEMMA 1.2.1. Let U s U . Then:N, n , v .
 n 4  .n1. The set x, y, a y 1 is a linear basis for P U .a , 1
 .  n 4¨2. P U s sp a y 1 for all ¨ / n .a , 1 k
 .  :  :  4Proof. Let A s k a , B s k a, x , H s k a, y , B be the coradicalm
 4filtration of B and H be the coradical filtration of H. Note thatm
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B s H s A. Set0 0
B 1 s Ax , H 1 s Ay , .  .
m m
B m s B 1 , H m s H 1 for 1 F m .  .  .  .
and B 0 s H 0 s A. .  .
w xUsing R1, Prop. 7, Thm. 4 it is not hard to verify that
`
B s B i , B 0 s B , B s B 0 [ B 1 , .  .  .  .[ 0 1
is0
`
H s H i , H 0 s H , and H s H 0 [ H 1 . .  .  .  .[ 0 1
is0
w xTherefore, B and H are coradically graded CM1, Sect. 2 .
w xSince U s B m H it follows from CM1, Lemma 2.3 that U is coradi-A
cally graded where
m
U m s B i m H m y i . .  .  . A
is0
 .In particular, U s U 0 s A and0
U 1 s B 0 m H 1 q B 1 m H 0 s H 1 q B 1 . .  .  .  .  .  .  .A A
 .  .Thus U s U 0 [ U 1 s A [ Ax [ Ay and the result follows.1
w  .xIt follows from the definition of U , R1, Prop. 10 a and theN , n , v .
w xdiscussion following R1, Prop. 11 that U satisfies the following:N , n , v .
 .  .1. G U s a is a cyclic group of order N,
 .  .n2. as an algebra, U is generated by G U and P U , andN, n , v . a , 1
3. U is a minimal quasitriangular Hopf algebra.
w xRemark. In R1 , Radford has found that for
ry1 Ny1 1
l m y1 mR s a x m s y e g U m U, .  l
nm . q !ms0 ls0
 . Ny1 yi l i  .where e s 1rN  v a , U, R is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra.l is0
 .  :  .  :  .  .Note that l R s k a, x and r R s k a, y , where l R and r R are as
 .in the preliminaries. Thus U, R is a minimal quasitriangular Hopf alge-
bra.
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In the following theorem, we show that over an algebraically closed field
of characteristic zero the family U is unique with respect to proper-N , n , v .
ties 1]3 and the properties described in Lemma 1.2.1.
THEOREM 1.2.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero. Let U be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra which satisfies the following:
 .  .1. G U s a is a cyclic group of order N,
2. there exists a positi¨ e integer n such that 1 F n - N, N ¦ n 2 and
 .ndim P U s 3,k a , 1
 .i3. for all positi¨ e integer i, i / n mod N, dim P U s 1,k a , 1
 .  .n4. as an algebra, U is generated by G U and P U , anda , 1
5. U is a minimal quasitriangular Hopf algebra.
Then there exists a primiti¨ e Nth root of unity v g k, such that U s U .N , n , v .
Before we prove Theorem 1.2.2, we need
LEMMA 1.2.3. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
Let U be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra o¨er k which satisfies the
following:
 .  .1. G U s a is a cyclic group of order N and
2. there exists a positi¨ e integer n such that 1 F n - N, N ¦ n 2 and
 .ndim P U s 3.k a , 1
 :  :Then H s k a, x and H s k a, y are contained in U forn , v , N, n n , v , N, n1 1 2 2
some n , n g N, v , v g k and x / y in U. Moreo¨er, H l1 2 1 2 n , v , N, n1 1
 .H s kG U .n , v , N , n2 2
 .Proof. Since kG U is a commutative semisimple algebra over an
 .algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, all kG U modules are
 .  .direct sums of one dimensional kG U submodules. Since kG U acts on
 .  .n nP U , by conjugation it follows that P U is a direct sum of threea , 1 a , 1
 .1-dimensional kG U submodules. Therefore we may assume that there
 n 4  .nexists a basis x, y, a y 1 for P U so thata , 1
xa s v ax and ya s v ay ,1 2
where v is an Nth root of unity for i s 1, 2.i
< < < n <  :Set n s v and r s v for i s 1, 2. Then by Theorem 1.1.1, k a, xi i i i
 :s H and k a, y s H .n , v , N , n n , v , N, n1 1 2 2
This completes the proof of the lemma.
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PROPOSITION 1.2.4. Suppose U is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra o¨er
an algebraically closed field k, of characteristic zero. Then the following are
equi¨ alent:
1. U satisfies the following conditions:
 .  .  .i G U s a is a cyclic group of order N,
 . 2ii there exists a positi¨ e integer n such that 1 F n - N, N ¦ n
 .nand dim P U s 3,k a , 1
 .  .  .niii as an algebra U is generated by G U and P U anda , 1
 . U copiv U ( U as Hopf algebras.
2. U s U , where n is odd.2n , n , v .
 .  . w xProof. Assume that 2 holds. Then i and iii can be found in R1 and
 .ii follows from Lemma 1.2.1.
 . w  .x  i j l <We prove iv . It follows from R1, Prop. 10 b that the set a x y 0 F i
4 U- N and 0 F j, l - r is a linear basis of U. Define A, X and Y in U as
follows:
ii j l i i j l n i :  :A , a x y s v d d , X , a x y s v d d s y1 d d , .j , 0 l , 0 j , 1 l , 0 j , 1 l , 0
ii j l n i :and Y , a x y s v d d s y1 d d .j , 0 l , 1 j , 0 l , 1
for 0 F i F 2n y 1 and 0 F j, l F r y 1.
Using a similar argument to the one used in the proof of Lemma 1.1.2
 i j l < 4yields that the set A X Y 0 F i - N and 0 F j, l - r is a linear basis of
UU.
At this point it is easy to check that the map f : U ª UU cop given by
f a s A , f x s X , and f y s Y .  .  .
is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras.
Assume that 1 holds. It follows from Lemma 1.2.3 that there exist
 .  :  :nx, y g P U such that k a, x s H and k a, y s H .a , 1 n , v , N, n n , v , N, n1 1 2 2
Let f : U ª UU cop be the isomorphism of Hopf algebras which exists by
 .  .  .  .  U .iv . Set f a s A, f x s X and f y s Y. It follows that A g G U and
 :  :A, a g k is a primitive Nth root of unity. Set v s A, a g k. By
Lemma 1.2.3, there exists an inclusion of Hopf algebras, i: H ª U,n , v , N, n1 1
U U  .Uhence there exists a surjection of Hopf algebras, i : U ª H .n , v , N, n1 1
U  . U  . U  .  .USince i A , i X and i Y generate H as an algebra, itn , v , N , n1 1
U  . U  .follows that either i X / 0 or i Y / 0. Therefore using a similar
argument to the one used in the proof of Lemma 1.1.2, we conclude that
 :  :  :either X, x / 0 or Y, x / 0. Let Z be X or Y so that Z, x / 0.
 :  : ynThen v Z, ax s Z, xa yields v s v .1 1
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 :  :In the same manner, either X, y / 0 or Y, y / 0 and the equality
yn  :ya s v ay yields v s v . In particular v s v . Therefore ZA, x s2 2 1 2
 yn : yn n 2n <v AZ, x implies v s v . Therefore v s 1 and N 2n . Since n - N
we have N s 2n . But N ¦ n 2 hence we conclude that n is odd. Moreover,
n  .  .since v s y1 it follows from the definition of D x and D y that
 .  .  .D yx q xy s xy q yx m 1 q 1 m xy q yx . By Lemma 0.2, it follows
that xy q yx s 0.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.2. It follows from Lemma 1.2.3 that there exist
 .  n 4  .n nx, y g P U so that the set x, y, a y 1 is a linear basis for P Ua , 1 a , 1
and the following relations are satisfied:
aN s 1, xa s v ax , ya s v ay , and x r2 s y r1 s 0.2 1
< n <Here v is a primitive n th root of unity and r s v for i s 1, 2.i i i i
Moreover, as an algebra U is generated by a, x and y. Since U is
w  . xminimal, R2, Prop. 2 d , Thm. 1 imply the existence of two sub-Hopf
algebras B and H of U such that U is generated by B and H and
U cop  .  .B , H as Hopf algebras. In particular, B / kG B and H / kG H .
 .Let C : U be any sub-Hopf algebra such that C / kG C . Since U is
 .pointed C is pointed as well. Since C / kG C it follows from Taft]Wil-
w xson TW that C contains a nontrivial skew primitive element P. Without
 .iloss of generality, we may assume that P g P U for some 0 F i Fa , 1
N y 1.
 . nBy condition 3 of the theorem i s n . Thus D P s P m a q 1 m P and
 n . na ; C. Since P must be a linear combination of x, y and a y 1 we
conclude that there exists a positive integer s, 1 F s F N y 1 such that
 . < .   . < .N,s N, n hence N, s n and C is one of the following sub-Hopf
algebras of U:
 N , s. :  N , s. :  N , s. :k a , x , y , k a , x , or k a , y .
If in addition v N, s. s v N, s. then C may also equal1 2
 N , s. < U:k a , a x q b y a , b g k .
Since B and H generate U, the mutually exclusive possibilities for B and
H are therefore the following:
1. B s H s U.
 :  :  .2. B s k a, x and H s k a, y or vice versa .
 :  < U:  .3. B s k a, x and H s k a, a x q b y a , b g k or vice versa .
 :  < U:  .4. B s k a, y and H s k a, a x q b y a , b g k or vice versa .
 < U:  <5. B s k a, a x q b y a , b g k and H s k a, g x q d y g , d g
U:k , where ad y bg / 0.
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Note that 3]5 can hold only if v s v .1 2
If 1 is satisfied then it follows from Proposition 1.2.4 that U s U2n , n , v .
and we are done.
If v s v then it follows from Theorem 1.1.1 that for all a , b , g , d g k1 2
such that ab / 0 and gd / 0
 :  :k a, a x q b y , k a, g x q d y , Hn , v , N , n1 1
as Hopf algebras. Therefore since BU cop , H as Hopf algebras, it follows
from Lemma 1.1.2 that 3]5 hold if and only if there exists a primitive Nth
root of unity v, such that vyn s v s v s v n. Therefore N s 2n , n is1 2
 .odd and xy q yx s 0 see the proof of Proposition 1.2.4 . Thus U s
U and we are done.2n , n , v .
If 2 holds then it follows from Lemma 1.1.2 that there exists a primitive
Nth root of unity v, such that v s vyn and v s v n. In particular,1 2
w xr s r . By R2, Thm. 2 there exists a surjection of Hopf algebras p :1 2
 . U copD B ª U such that p s id and p : B ª H is an isomorphism< < copBB B*
w  .xof Hopf algebras. Using Lemma 1.1.2 and R1, Thm. 4 d we conclude that
p is given by
p « j a s a, p « j x s x , p A j 1 s am , and .  .  .
p X j 1 s b y .
U  .for some b g k and an integer m which satisfies m, N s 1 and
 .mn s n mod N . Since the relation
« j x X j 1 s v n 2 An j an q X j x y « j 1 .  .  .
 .holds in D B , we conclude that the relation
yb yx q bvyn 2xy s a2n y 1
 .holds in U. Hence after replacing yb y by y, we get that U s U .N , n , v .
This completes the proof of the theorem.
w xIn W , Westreich proved that, over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic 0, the group of grouplike elements of a finite dimensional
pointed minimal quasitriangular Hopf algebra is abelian, which is also
demonstrated in the above U . A necessary and sufficient conditionN, n , v .
 .X w xfor U sl to be quasitriangular is given in GW . Since U is anq n N, n , v .
 .Xextension of U sl , we ask:q 2
Question 1.2.5. Are all finite dimensional pointed minimal quasitrian-
 .Xgular Hopf algebras extensions of U sl for some q and n?q n
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2. RIBBON STRUCTURES ON THE FAMILY UN , n , v .
In this section we consider the central property of U s U , namelyN , n , v .
 . w xthe fact that U, R described in R1, Thm. 5 is ribbon quasitriangular.
 .First, we find all possible R for which U, R is quasitriangular and
furthermore show that all of these are ribbon. Finally, we determine a
 .  X.necessary and sufficient condition for U, R and U, R to be equivalent.
There are essentially two different cases. The first one is N s 2n , where n
 .is odd and the second one is N / 2n . We show that U, R is a quasitrian-
 :  :gular Hopf algebra with R g k a m k a if and only if N s 2n , where n
is odd. We also show that in the first case there are infinitely many
 .nonequivalent ribbon quasitriangular structures on U, whereas in the
second case there are only finitely many such.
In the process, we describe the group of Hopf automorphisms of U
  ..which we denote by Aut U and find all the sub Hopf algebras of U.Hopf
We find a necessary and sufficient condition for the link indecompos-
able component containing 1 to be quasitriangular. We also consider
 .X w xrather in detail the special case U sl introduced in RT and applyq 2
another special case, namely U , to Kauffman's invariant for knots2, 1, y1.
w x w xK, KR2 and to Hennings' invariant H for 3-manifolds.
2.1. The Case N / 2n
In this subsection, we shall assume that U s U , where N / 2n .N, n , v .
We shall need the following lemma.
 .LEMMA 2.1.1. Let R g U m U be such that U, R is a quasitriangular
 :  :Hopf algebra. Then R f k a m k a .
 :  :  :Proof. Assume R g k a m k a . Since k a, x is a sub-Hopf algebra
 :  :   : .of U and R g k a, x m k a, x it follows that k a, x , R is quasitrian-
gular.
 : n w xSince k a, x s H , where q s v it follows from R1, Coro. 3n, q, N, n
that N s 2n , where n is odd. Since this is not the case the result follows.
 . <  . < 4Set N s N, s s is an integer, 1 F s - N and N, s n . For any s g Ns s
there exist three obvious sub-Hopf algebras of U:
 N , s. :  N , s. :  N , s. :B s k a , x , H s k a , y , and U s k a , x , y .s s s
Note that B s H N , s. , H s H y N , s. andn, q , NrN, s., n rN , s.s s n, q , NrN, s., n rN, s.
U is generated by B and H .s s s
 X. XIn the following lemma, we indicate that, except for k G where G is a
 .subgroup of a , these are the only sub-Hopf algebras of U.
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 .LEMMA 2.1.2. Let A be a sub-Hopf algebra of U such that A / kG A .
Then there exists s g N such thats
A s B or A s H or A s U .s s s
Proof. The proof is based on a similar argument used in the proof of
Theorem 1.2.2.
In the following theorem, we show that essentially the various quasitri-
 < 4angular structures on U depend on the set U s g N . Moreover, we shows s
 .that once U, R is quasitriangular it is also ribbon.
THEOREM 2.1.3. Let U s U where N / 2n and let U be as abo¨e.N , n , v . s
Then:
1. Let R g U m U. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i U, R is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra.
 .  .ii There exists s g N such that U , R is a minimal quasitrian-s s
  . .gular Hopf algebra i.e., U s U .s s R
2. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .i U is a minimal quasitriangular Hopf algebra.s
 .   ..ii There exists a primiti¨ e Nr N, s th root of unity h g k,
such that hn rN, s. s qN, s..
 .iii U s U .s NrN , s., n rN, s., h .
 .3. Let R g U m U. If U, R is quasitriangular then it is ribbon.
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. 1. i « ii Set B s l R and H s r R . Since U, R is quasitri-
w  . xangular, it follows from R2, Prop. 2 d , Thm. 1 that B and H are sub
Hopf algebras of U and BU cop , H as Hopf algebras.
 .  .It follows from Lemma 2.1.1 that B / kG B and H / kG H . Since
w  .x <  . < <  U . <N / 2n it follows from R1, Prop. 11 c that G U / G U , hence
U \ UU cop as Hopf algebras. Therefore it follows from Lemma 2.1.2 that
there exists s g N such that B s B and H s H or vice versa. In anys s s
event, the minimal quasitriangular Hopf algebra U equals U since bothR s
 .are generated by B and H and thus U , R is a minimal quasitriangulars s s
Hopf algebra.
 .  .  .ii « i Assume that R g U m U is such that U , R is a mini-s
mal quasitriangular Hopf algebra for some s g N . We have to show thats
 .U, R is also quasitriangular.
 4Since x, y g U and U is generated by x, y, a , all that remains to shows
  ..   ..is that D a R s R D a . First we find R.
 .  . We may assume that l R s B and r R s H the second possibility,s s
 .  . .namely l R s H and r R s B , can be dealt with similarity . Sinces s
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BU cop , H as Hopf algebras, it follows from Lemma 1.1.2 that there existss s
  .. n rN , s. N, s.a primitive Nr N, s th root of unity h g k, such that h s q .
Define A, X g BU as follows:s
 N , s. i j: yi  N , s. i j: yn rN , s.. iA , a x s h d and X , a x s h dj , 0 j , 1
 .for any 0 F i F Nr N, s y 1 and 0 F j F r y 1. Then it follows from the
U cop  . N, s.proof of Lemma 1.1.2 that the map f : B ª H given by f A s as s
 .and f X s y is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras.
Let
N , s. i j N , s. i j 4a x and a x 4  . . 0FiFNr N , s y10FiFNr N , s y1
0FjFry10FjFry1
be dual bases for B and BU , respectively.s s
 . . NrN, s.y1 i t tSet E s N, s rN  h A . Then it is easy to verify thati ts0
1 jN , s. i j yn rN , s.w xa x s E A Xi
nj ! . q
 .for all 0 F i - Nr N, s and 0 F j - r.
Since
  ..Nr N , s y1 ry1
N , s. i j N , s. i jR s a x m f a x . 
is0 js0
  ..Nr N , s y1 ry1 1 jN , s. i j yn rN , s.w xs a x m f E A X   /i
nj ! . qis0 js0
  ..Nr N , s y1 ry1 1 jN , s. i j yns a x m f E a y , .  .  i
nj ! . qis0 js0
 .  y1 y1.  .it follows that a m a R a m a s R, hence U, R is quasitriangular.
 .  .  .2. i « ii Let U , R be a minimal quasitriangular Hopf alge-s
 .bra. Using similar arguments as before yields that either l R s B ands
 . U copr R s H or vice versa. In any event, by Lemma 1.1.2, B , H ass s s
  ..Hopf algebras which implies the existence of a primitive Nr N, s th root
of unity h g k such that hn rN, s. s qN, s..
 .  .   ..ii « iii Since h is a primitive Nr N, s th root of unity such
N , s. n rN, s. < N, s..n rN, s. < < n <that q s h and q s q s r, the result follows
easily from the definition of the family U .N, n , v .
 .  . w xiii « i Follows from R1 .
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 .3. Let U, R be quasitriangular. Since U s U for some s g N andR s s
w  .x  .U s U it follows from R1, Thm. 5 d that U , R isNrN , s., n rN , s., h .s s
 2.. 1.ribbon with ribbon element ¨ . Let u s s R R g U .s
w  .  . .x n  ry1.It follows from R1, Prop. 11 b , Prop. 2 b ii that ¨ s a u and
2 . yn  ry1. n  ry1.s h s a ha for all h g U . We wish to show that ¨ is a ribbons
 .element for U, R as well.
 4 wSince x, y g U and U is generated by a, x, y it is suffices by R1, Prop.s
 . .x 2 . yn  ry1. n  ry1.2 b ii to check that s a s a aa , but this is obvious since
 .a g G U .
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Motivated by Theorem 2.1.3, we set
Ä =< <N s s g N there exists i g Z so that N in y n N , s . . . 4s s NrN , s.
A few remarks are in order.
N, s.   ..Remark 2.1.4. 1. Since v is a primitive Nr N, s th root of unity
 .it follows from Theorem 2.1.3 2 that U is minimal quasitriangular if ands
Äonly if s g N .s
Ä2. It may happen that N will be properly contained in N . Fors s
Ä<  4  4example, if n s 2 and 4 N then N s 1, 2 and N s 1 .s s
 .  .. <  .3. Let s g N be so that N, s , Nr N, s s 1. Since N n N, s ys
Ä Ä ..n N, s it follows that s g N . It may happen that s g N butss
Ä .  ..N, s , Nr N, s / 1. For example, if N s 24 and n s 8 then 2 g N buts
 .2,12 s 2 / 1.
w xIn Mo , Montgomery defined the notion of a link indecomposable
 .coalgebra. When H is a pointed coalgebra two elements g, h g G H are
 .said to be linked if P H is nontrivial. We denote it by the graph g ª h.g , h
In this way one associates to H a graph whose vertices are the grouplike
elements of H. When H is a pointed Hopf algebra, H is defined to be1.
the maximal sub Hopf algebra of H which is connected i.e., the graph
.associated to H is connected and contains 1. If H s H then H is said1. 1.
w xto be link indecomposable. In Mo, Thm. 3.2 , Montgomery proved that
any pointed Hopf algebra H is isomorphic to a crossed product of H1.
with a group algebra.
In the following theorem, we show that U s U and find a necessary1. n
 .and sufficient condition for U to be link indecomposable i.e., U s U .1.
This condition depends on the integers N and n . Moreover, using Theo-
rem 2.1.3, we find a necessary and sufficient condition for U to be a1.
minimal ribbon Hopf algebra and show that it is equivalent to U being
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isomorphic, as a Hopf algebra, to the tensor Hopf algebra of U with a1.
 .subgroup of G U contained in the center of U.
THEOREM 2.1.5. Let U s U and U be as abo¨e. Then:N , n , v . 1.
 .1. U s U and U is link indecomposable if and only if N, n s 1.1. n
 .2. If U , R is quasitriangular then it is minimal quasitriangular.1.
 .  .3. U is minimal quasitriangular if and only if N, n , Nr1.
 ..  NrN, n .:N,n s 1. Moreo¨er, if this is the case then U ( U m k a as1.
Hopf algebras.
Proof. 1. Note that the connected component of 1 is the cyclic sub-
n w xgroup generated by a CM2, 2.1 . Hence by Lemma 2.1.2, U s U and1. n
 .U s U if and only if N, n s 1.1.
 .2. Assume that U , R is quasitriangular. Using similar arguments1.
 .to those used in Lemma 2.1.1 and Lemma 2.1.2 yields that either l R s Bn
 .and r R s H or vice versa. In any event since U s U is generated byn 1. n
B and H it follows that U is minimal.n n 1.
3. By Theorem 2.1.3, U s U is minimal quasitriangular if and only1. n
  ..if there exists a primitive Nr N, n th root of unity, h. It follows that such
Äan h exists if and only if n g N . Therefore we have to prove that thes
following are equivalent:
 .  ..1. N, n , Nr N, n s 1.
= in n N, n . Ä .2. There exists i g Z so that v s v i.e., n g N .NrN , n . s
 .Suppose 1 holds. Then clearly i s N, n will do.
< n <  .   ..Suppose 2 holds. Then since v s Nr N, n and i, Nr N, n s 1 it
< in <  .follows that v s Nr N, n . Thus, it follows from the assumption that
< n N , n . <  . < n <  .v s Nr N, n as well. But, since v s Nr N, n it must be that
 .  ..N, n , Nr N, n s 1.
Suppose now that U s U is minimal quasitriangular. Since1. n
 .  .. NrN, n .  .  .N, n , Nr N, n s 1 and a g Z U the center of U it readily
 NrN, n .:follows that U s U m k a as Hopf algebras.1.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
See Example 2.1.9 for a case in which U is not minimal quasitriangularn
 .hence not quasitriangular .
We now turn to determine all the possible quasitriangular structures on
Ä =U. For any s g N we define a subgroup of Z as follows:s NrN, s.
= <V s l g Z ln s n mod N . . 4s NrN , s.
 <  .  . 4Note that V s l ln s n mod N and l, N s 1 . On V define an1 s
equivalence relation as follows: For any l, lX g V l ; lX if and only ifs
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X 2  ..there exists m g V such that l s l m mod Nr N, s . For any l g Vs s
w x w xlet l denote the equivalence class containing l and V the number ofs
equivalence classes in V .s
Whether or not two quasitriangular structures on U are equivalent has a
Ä < 4lot to do with the set of groups V s g N and the above equivalences s
relations. In the following theorem we describe the group of Hopf auto-
 .morphisms of U, denoted by Aut U .Hopf
U  4THEOREM 2.1.6. Let U s U where N / 2n and set k s k y 0 .N, n , v .
U  .  .Then there is a group isomorphism V = k ( Aut U gi¨ en by: m, a1 Hopf
 . m  .  . y1¬ f where f a s a , f x s a x and f y s a y for all m g V and1
a g kU.
 .Proof. Let f : U ª U be a Hopf isomorphism. Since a generates G U
 . m  .it follows that f a s a for some integer m satisfying m, N s 1. Since
 .  .mnf x g P U is not trivial, it follows from Lemma 1.2.1 that m g V ,a , 1 1
 .  .  .  n .nf x g P U and f x s a x q b y q g a y 1 where a , b , g g k sucha , 1
 .  . m ym  .that a , b / 0, 0 . Since q s q , q / q and q / 1 the relation f xa
 .  . Us qf ax yields that f x s a x where a g k .
 . U Similarly, f y s b y where b g k . Moreover, the equation f yx y
yn . 2n m 2n y1q xy s a y 1 s a y 1 yields a s b .
 . mFinally, it is not hard to check that f : U ª U given by f a s a ,
 .  . y1  . Uf x s a x and f y s a y where m, a g V = k is indeed an iso-1
morphism of Hopf algebras.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
For any m g V , set1
Ny1 ry1 1
i j y1 j mR m s a x m s y e .  .  i
nj . q !is0 js0
and
Ny1 ry1 1
i j y1 j mR m s a y m s x e , .  .  i
nj . q !is0 js0
m Ny1 k i . ym kwhere e s  v rN a for all m g V and 0 F i - N. In thei ks0 1
following theorem, we describe all the minimal quasitriangular structures
on U s U , where N / 2n with respect to the equivalence relationN , n , v .
given in Definition 0.3.
THEOREM 2.1.7. Let U s U , where N / 2n .N , n , v .
 .1. Let R g U m U. Then U, R is a minimal quasitriangular Hopf
 .  .algebra if and only if there exists m g V such that R s R m or R s R m .1
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2. The following hold:
 .   ..   X.. w x w X xi U, R m ; U, R m if and only if m s m .
 .   ..   X.. w x w X xii U, R m ; U, R m if and only if m s m .
 .   ..   X..iii U, R m ¤ U, R m .
 .Proof. 1. Suppose U, R is minimal quasitriangular. It follows from the
 .argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.3 that either l R s B and1
 .  .  .r R s H or vice versa. If l R s B and r R s H , then it follows from1 1 1
w  .x  .R2, Thm. 2 1 that there exists a surjection of Hopf algebras p : D B ª1
 .  . < U cop U copU such that p « j a s a, p « j x s x and p : B ª H is anB 1 11
isomorphism of Hopf algebras.
It follows from the proof of Lemma 1.1.2 that the map f : BU cop ª H1 1
 .  .given by f A s a and f X s y is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras.
w  .xy1Since H s H , it follows from R1, Thm. 4 d that there existn, q , N, n1
U  . m  .m g V and b g k such that p A j 1 s a and p X j 1 s b y.1
 . . n 2 n nApplying p to both sides of the relation « j x X j 1 s v A j a q
.  .X j x y « j 1 yields b s y1. Therefore p : D B ª U is given by1
 .  .  . m  .p « j a s a, p « j x s x, p A j 1 s a and p yX j 1 s y for
some m g V , and it is indeed a surjection of Hopf algebras.1
Using similar computations to those used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.3,
 .  .we conclude that U, R is minimal quasitriangular with l R s B and1
 .  .r R s H if and only if there exists m g V such that R s R m .1 1
 .  .If r R s H and l R s B , then it follows in a similar way that there1 1
 .exists m g V such that R s R m .1
 .  .  X.2. i Using Theorem 2.1.6, we conclude that R m ; R m if and
only if there exists u g V such that1
Ny1 ry1 1 Xi j y1 j ma x m s y e .  i
nj . q !is0 js0
Ny1 ry1 1
ui j y1 j ums a x m s y e . .  i
nj . q !is0 js0
t nApplying a x m I to both sides yields that this holds if and only if
sy1 y nem
X
s sy1 y ne y1um .  .t u t
holds for all 0 F n F r y 1 and 0 F t F N y 1. This is true if and only if
Ny1 Ny1
X y1i t yim iu t yiumv a s v a 
is0 is0
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holds for all 0 F t F N y 1. This holds if and only if
Ny1 Ny1
X X Xy1 y2i t yim im m u t yimv a s v a 
is0 is0
holds for all 0 F t F N y 1. Finally, this holds if and only if mX s
2  .u m mod N as desired.
 .  .ii The proof is similar to the proof of part i .
 .iii Follows from Theorem 2.1.6.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
COROLLARY 2.1.8. Let U s U , where N / 2n . Then the number ofN, n , v .
w xnonequi¨ alent quasitriangular structures on U is gi¨ en by 2 V .Äsg N ss
 .Proof. Recall that if U, R is quasitriangular then there exists a sub-
 .Hopf algebra U of U such that U , R is minimal quasitriangular. TheR R
proof now follows from Theorems 2.1.3 and 2.1.7.
 .XWe exhibit the above in the following well known example U sl .q 2
w x  .X 2EXAMPLE 2.1.9. By R1 , U sl s U , where q s v . In theq 2 N, 2, v .
 .Xfollowing we find all the ribbon quasitriangular structures on U slq 2
explicitly. There are three cases:
Ä = .  4  <1 N is odd: In this case N s 1 and V s l g Z 2 l ss 1 N
 .4  42 mod N s 1 . Hence by Corollary 2.1.8 there are two nonequivalent
quasitriangular structures given explicitly by
Ny1 ry1 1
l m y1 m 1R s a x m s y e . 1 l
nm . q !ls0 ms0
and
Ny1 ry1 1
l m y1 m 1R s a y m s x e , . 2 l
nm . q !ls0 ms0
1  . Ny1 i l yiwhere e s 1rN  v a for all 0 F l - N.l is0
Ä .  4  42 N is e¨en, 4 ¦ N: In this case N s 1, 2 , V s V s 1 . Hences 1 2
by Corollary 2.1.8 there are four nonequivalent quasitriangular structures
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on U given by the above R and R and1 2
Nr2y1 ry1 1
2 l m y1 m 1R s a x m s y f . 3 l
nm . q !ls0 ms0
and
Nr2y1 ry1 1
2 l m y1 m 1R s a y m s x f , . 4 l
nm . q !ls0 ms0
1  . Nr2y1 4 i l y2 iwhere f s 2rN  v a for all 0 F l - Nr2.l is0
Ä . <  4  43 N is e¨en, 4 N: In this case N s 1 and V s 1, Nr2 q 1 .s 1
w x w xSince 1 / Nr2 q 1 we conclude that there are four nonequivalent
 .quasitriangular structures on U given by R and R from case 2 and1 2
Ny1 ry1 1
l m y1 m Nr2q1.R s a x m s y e . 3 l
nm . q !ls0 ms0
and
Ny1 ry1 1
l m y1 m Nr2q1.R s a y m s x e , . 4 l
nm . q !ls0 ms0
Nr2q1.  . Ny1 i l yiNr2q1.where e s 1rN  v a for all 0 F l - N.l is0
Note that in this case U s U is not minimal quasitriangular. Indeed,1. 2
 .2, Nr2 s 2. See also Theorem 2.1.5.
2.2. The Case N s 2n , n Is Odd
In this subsection we assume that U s U , where N s 2n and n isN, n , v .
odd. Let A, X, and Y in UU be defined as follows:
ii j k i i j k n i :  :A , a x y s v d d , X , a x y s v d d s y1 d d .j , 0 k , 0 j , 1 k , 0 j , 1 k , 0
ii j k n i :and Y , a x y s v d d s y1 d d .j , 0 k , 1 j , 0 k , 1
for all 0 F i - 2n and 0 F j, k - 2.
We shall need the following:
PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Let U be as abo¨e. Then:
1. U ( UU cop as Hopf algebras.
2. Let f : UU cop ª U be a linear map. Then f is a ribbon quasitriangular
map if and only if there exists an integer l, 1 F l F 2n y 1 and a matrix
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a b l n n .  .  .  .g M k such that f is gi¨ en by f A s a , f X s a a x q ba y andg d 2
 . n nf Y s g a x q d a y.
 = <  .43. Set V s l g Z ln s n mod 2n . Then there is a group isomor-2n
a b .  .   ..phism V = GL k ( Aut U gi¨ en by l, ¬ f where f is gi¨ en byg d2 Hopf
 . l  .  .f a s a , f x s a x q b y, and f y s g x q d y.
Proof. 1. Follows from Proposition 1.2.4.
2. It is not hard to show that the map f : UU cop ª U given by
 . l  . n n  . n nf A s a , f X s a a x q ba y and f Y s g a x q d a y where l is an
a b .  .integer such that 1 F l F 2n y 1 and g M k , is a Hopf morphism.g d 2
U cop  . lSuppose f : U ª U is a Hopf morphism. Then f a s a for some
 .  .ln1 F l - 2n . Since f X g P U , it follows from Lemma 1.2.1 thata , 1
 . n n  ln .f X s a a x q ba y q g a y 1 for some a , b and g in k. Note that
 .by Lemma 1.2.1, if ln / n mod 2n then necessarily a s b s 0.
 .  .The equality f XA s f yAX yields g s 0. In the same manner, it
 . n nfollows that f Y s g a x q d a y for some g and d in k.
It remains to be shown that any Hopf morphism f : UU cop ª U is ribbon
quasitriangular.
 .  .  . .First, we need to check that  p © h f p s  f p h £ p for1. 2. 1. 2.
all h g U and p g UU. It suffices to check it for algebra generators of UU
 4and U, but the generators are a, x, y, A, X, Y and the equality is easily
verified for them.
Let R g U m U be the corresponding R-matrix to f : UU cop ª Uf
2n 2 . yn nwhere f is a Hopf morphism. Since a s 1 and s h s a ha for all
w  . .xh g U, it follows from R1, Prop. 2 b ii that f is ribbon with the special
n  2.. 1.ribbon element ¨ s a u, where u s s R R .f f
3. Using the same argument used in the proof of 2 and the argument
 .used in the proof of Proposition 2.1.6, we get that if f g Aut U thenHopf
l a b .  .  .   ..f a s a , f x s a x q b y and f y s g x q d y where l, g V =g d
 .GL k . It is not hard to check that such an f is indeed an isomorphism of2
Hopf algebras.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Let f : UU cop ª U be a quasitriangular map. Let R be the correspond-f
ing element in U m U. In the following theorem we determine when
R ; R .f f1 2
THEOREM 2.2.2. Let U s U where n is odd and let f : UU cop ª U2n , n , v . i
a bi i  ..be a quasitriangular map for i s 1, 2. Suppose that f corresponds to l , g di i i i
a bi i .  .  .where 1 F l F 2n y 1 and g M k for i s 1, 2. Then U, R ;g di 2 fi i 1
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a b .   ..  .U, R if and only if there exists l, g V = GL k such that l sg df 2 12
2 .l l mod 2n and2
a b a ba g a b1 1 2 2s . /  / /  /g d b d g d g d1 1 2 2
 .  .Proof. It is not hard to verify that U, R ; U, R if and only iff f1 2
 . U U U Uthere exists f g Aut U such that f s f ( f ( f where f : U ª UHopf 1 2
is the transpose map of f. The result follows from Proposition 2.2.1 and
 .  .  .the fact that if f g Aut U corresponds to l, M g V = GL k thenHopf 2
U U t .  .  .  .f g Aut U ( Aut U corresponds to l, M g V = GL k .Hopf Hopf 2
In the following we consider the special Hopf algebra U . Note2, 1, y1.
that it is an 8-dimensional unimodular Hopf algebra containing Sweedler's
4-dimensional Hopf algebra. We shall use it to distinguish between any
w xtwo lens spaces using Kauffman's invariant K, KR2 . Moreover, we show
w xthat Hennings' invariant of 3-manifolds H is not trivial.
Kauffman's invariants arising from finite dimensional unimodular rib-
w x  .bon Hopf algebras are defined as follows K, KR2, R1 : Let H, R, ¨ be a
finite dimensional unimodular ribbon Hopf algebra and let l be a nonzero
right integral of HU. Any knot K gives rise to an element Gd w in H
according to a diagrammatic representation of it in the plane, where
G s ¨y1 u and d is the Whitney degree of the diagram computed by
 .  d .traversing the diagram in the upward direction. Then, Tr K s l ? G G w
w x  n.is a regular isotopy invariant of knots K, KR2 . The values l ¨ for
0 / n g Z arise with connections to lens spaces which we denote by
 .  .  y1 .L n, 1 . See Fig. 1. In particular if l ¨ l ¨ / 0 then Tr can be used to
w xdefine a 3-manifold invariant H, K, KR2 . More precisely, for a knot K let
 .y1r2 ys K r2y1 y1Inv K s l ¨ l ¨ l ¨ rl ¨ Tr K , .  .  .  .  .  .
FIGURE 1
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 .where s K denotes the signature of the matrix of linking numbers of the
 .  .components of K with framing numbers on the diagonal , then Inv K is
an invariant of the 3-manifold obtained by doing framed surgery on K in
the blackboard framing.
In the following proposition, we set up part of the general calculations
 n.for U , in order to calculate l ¨ for any ribbon structure and2, 1, y1.
0 / n g Z.
PROPOSITION 2.2.3. Let U s U and f : UU cop ª U be a ribbon2, 1, y1.
a b .  .quasitriangular structure on U corresponding to g M k .g d 2
Let R g U m U be the corresponding R-matrix. Then:f
1. The element R is gi¨ en byf
1R s 1 m 1 q 1 m a q a m 1 y a m a  .f 2
qa x m x y ax m x q x m ax q ax m ax .
qb x m y q x m ay y ax m y q ax m ay .
qg y m x q y m ax y ay m x q ay m ax .
qd y m y y ay m y q y m ay q ay m ay .
q bg y ad xy m axy y axy m axy q xy m ay q axy m xy .4 .  .
 2.. 1.   . . y1   . .2. u s s R R s a 1 q g y b xy , u s a 1 y g y b xyf f
 2 .2and u y 1 s 0.
3. The ribbon element ¨ and its in¨erse ¨y1 are gi¨ en by ¨ s au s 1 q
 . y1  .g y b xy and ¨ s 1 y g y b xy. In particular, G s a.
U  :4. The functional xyg U determined by xy, h s d for all h g Uh, x y
is a nonzero integral for UU.
n  ..  :  .5. Tr L n, 1 s xy, ¨ s g y b n for all 0 / n g Z.
Thus if g / b , then the in¨ariant distinguishes between any two lens spaces,
and it can be used to define a 3-manifold in¨ariant.
Proof. The proof is straightforward using Proposition 2.2.1 and the
n  .definition of U . We just note that ¨ s 1 q n g y b xy for all2, 1, y1.
n g Z.
COROLLARY 2.2.4. For g / b , the ¨alue of the 3-manifold in¨ariant
  ..   .. < <Inv L n, 1 is gi¨ en by the formula Inv L n, 1 s n for 0 / n g Z.
  ..   ..Proof. We just note that s L n, 1 s 1 if n ) 0 and s L n, 1 s y1
 .if n - 0 since the linking matrix is n .
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It should be noted here that similar computations have been made by
 .X 4 w xKauffman and Radford using U sl where q s 1 KR2 .q 2
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